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EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION AND THE WAR

Following are notes of a speech to be delivered

Samuel University:-

I have lived for 1 1/4 years on the continent at one of our few remaining

observation posts, in a country with a German army on the frontier and

Germans around me on every side.

I have, therefore, had in Spain constant opportunities of studying

the action of men and women who live under the grim German shadow.

I am here to give you some impressions and to say something of the future

of Europe.

What is to-day the dominating force over great areas of the continent?

Fear. Not the foolish terror of cowardly people. Fear dominates today

countries that time after time have shown the finest courage. But that most

terrible fear, the fear of the nightmare that stops the blood and paralyses

the brain, the fear of the irresistable monster that overshadows the earth,

spreading on all sides inescapable destruction.

This fear the Germans do their utmost to exploit. They use every device

to create a mass psychology that accepts German invincibility as its uniform

creed. This new doctrine of fatalistic predestination, this doctrine that

Germany is invincible, is the evil belief from which we and our Allies can

alone free the continent of Europe.

Last year there was no dissentient from this doctrine. Every one on

the continent believed that we must be beaten, i.e. at the time of my arrival

in Spain. But then came the Battle of Britain, our endurance under the blitz.,

the sinking of the Bismarck, and many began to wonder whether we also might

not be invincible.

Today Europe is in this phase - the phase of believing in a stalemate

in the war. People think that neither Germany nor we can win. If we are to

convince Europe that not only can we not be beaten, but that we can actually

win, we must show by outward and visible acts that we are more than a match

for Germany, not only on the sea and in the air, but with the help of our

Russian allies and with the aid of the U.S.A., on the land as well. It is

not for me to say when and how we can achieve this object.
It may take long. Napoleon suffered no land defeat until the capitulation
of Baylen in 1808. I hope we shall not have to wait as long for the first

German land defeat. But whether it be soon or late, outward and visible signs
there must be that we can beat Hitler'swar machine beforewe can expect

this paralysing fear to pass from Europe and a will to resist to take the

place of a sullen resentment against irresistable dictation.

Europe prays to be freed from this fear. Prays as she has never prayed

before. For in the days of Napoleon there were many who regarded the young

French General as a classical hero and a national liberator. Northern Italy
received him almost as a god.

For Napoleon in his early years at least appealed to many noble instincts.

With his savants, his jurists and his artists he came as the pioneer of culture.

With his administrative machine he brought order and justice where anarchy

and corruption had before been rampant. How different this new Attila who

with his mechanized hordes forces back cultured, civilized Europe into days

blacker and more brutal than the Dark Ages. Yet Napoleon for all his wisdom

and in spite of all his reforms failed to subdue this ancient continent. He

failed because Europe was too diverse to be repressed; because its civilization

was too firmly rooted to be destroyed.
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As long as he accepted the diversities and the distinctive aspirations

of European civilization, he succeeded. But he was driven on and on. He

could not stand Still, e.g. in Spain and Russia. He could only go on or

go back. He went on and tried to impose the new order, i.e. uniformity on

Europe by the Continental system. And he failed.

If Napoleon failed, how much more should Hitler fail. I say "should

fail" but I do not say "will fail". For let us face the facts. Hitler

will only fail if we make the most tremendous effort and we make it quickly

and in time. Hitler's war machine is the most terrible and efficient of any

in history. By sheer weight of material he might well succeed in crushing

European civilization and forcing the whole continent into servile uniformity.

We as the guardians of European civilization, will only stop him if our

weight of industrial material, if our production, if our aeroplanes and tanks

can beat down the masses he has accumulated.

My message therefore from the continent is not one of congratulation -

fine though our effort has been. It is not one of contentment - grateful

though I am for the splendid efforts of my fellow countrymen. Still less

is it one of complacency in the belief that Hitler will not succeed where

Napoleon failed. It is a message rather of appeal to my fellow countrymen

as the guardians of European civilization to save from annihilation the

great European inheritance before it is too late.

To-day in this University I ask you to think of the universal

values at stake. I ask you to think of this ancient European

civilization; of its Christianity; of its culture. Modern dictators

destroy culture. Well does Goebbels say "Germany has taken European
culture under its protection". Of its traditions; of its progress. Of

its traditions and progress what better example than British Monarchy.

Let us cling to this diversity. Unity of purpose but also diversity
of operation.

Europe must be a coat of many colours. It must never wear the

uniform of Nazi grey or Gestapo black.

But only by effort unparalleled in history shall we save European
civilization from this terrible end. And we must make our supreme
effort quickly and in time.
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